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When you opt for catalog printing, one needs to take care of a number of issues. The images
printed should be neat and attractive. The subject of the text along with the font you use in printing
is also important. Equally important is the cover page design and the design of your catalog
products of the various models. All these factors are inevitable in having a proper catalog printing.

	However, it may be weird to many to know that there is another factor which is much more important
in catalog printing. The type of paper used in printing is the most important factor. All your potential
customers must be impressed with the feel of the paper used  in printing. The longer one holds the
catalog in their hands higher is the chances of their buying your products.

	There are different types of paper that may be used in catalog printing. You need to be very sure
whether you will be using the same type of papers in the cover design and also throughout the other
pages. People mostly use a heavier type of page for the cover design than what is used in the other
pages. Secondly, you need to clear your confusion regarding whether to use colored or white
papers. If you want to go for a glossy look, you should stick to the coated ones. But, white paper will
be cheaper for you.

	Thereafter you need to decide about the weight of your pages. Most people prefer to go with 60, 70,
or 80 lb. weights. If you use a hot-set web press for your catalog printing, then you can prefer
uncoated or coated paper but a cold-set web press can print only on white paper. Some of the
commonly used papers are Dull Coated Paper, Matte Coated Paper, Glossy Coated Paper, Felt
Paper, Linen Paper and Parchment etc.
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For more information on a catalog printing, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a catalog printing!
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